
Performance Group Student Agreement 
FYCO & Ensemble 

 
 
I understand and agree that my child will attend weekly FYCO rehearsals, in order to maintain a 
spot in FYCO or any other performance group assembled by Fun Music School.  
 
I agree to ensure my child arrives early (10 to 15 minutes is preferable) for rehearsals to allow 
them to tune up and be prepared to start at the designated time, and I understand that repeated 
lateness can be disruptive of FYCO’s advancement towards a excellent performance.  
 
I agree to rent or purchase an instrument for my child to use during the orchestra season(s) for 
which they are participating.  
 
I agree to provide weekly private music lessons for my child if their current school lacks 
adequate musical training for their instrument (or required orchestra skills), as determined by the 
FYCO Conductor or his assistant(s). 
 
I agree to permit the FYCO Conductor to place my child, based on the Conductor’s assessment 
of their skills and chosen instrument, into an appropriate group (which may not be the 
orchestra), in order to advance their skills to meet the minimum requirement for an orchestra 
seat.  
 
I understand and agree that lack of weekly individual practice or other forms of delaying the 
group progress (such as disrupting rehearsals with poor behaviours) may result in my child 
being dropped from the orchestra or other groups, if such behaviours cannot be resolved.  
 
I understand and agree that any and all fees paid for my child to participate in FYCO or other 
groups are non-refundable. However, the funds may be used by another family member and/or 
for the same student to participate in another Fun Music School performing group at the 
discretion of the Conductor and/or Managing Director, assuming another performing group is a 
better fit for that student.  
 
I understand and agree that Fun Music School and FYCO are unable to guarantee all students 
will perform due to schedule variabilities or other elements not under our control.  


